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Competition on plagiarism detection hosted at CLEF.
I Task definition: Given a pair of suspicious and source

document, record all passages in the suspicious document
that are plagiarized from the source document.

Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alan_Turing and post-edited to include material from the right hand text.
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his mother and some others believed his death was accidental. On 10 
September 2009, following an Internet campaign, British Prime Minister 
Gordon Brown made an official public apology on behalf of the British 
government for the way in which Turing was treated after the war.
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After the war he worked at the National Physical Laboratory, where he 
created one of the first designs for the stored-program computer ACE. 
In 1949, he went to Manchester University where he directed the 
computing laboratory and developed a body of work that helped to form 
the basis for the field of artificial intelligence. In 1951 he was elected a 
fellow of the Royal Society.

Turing's homosexuality resulted in a criminal prosecution in 1952, when 
homosexual acts were still illegal in the United Kingdom. He accepted 
treatment with female hormones (chemical castration) as an alternative 
to prison. He died in 1954, just over two weeks before his 42nd 
birthday, from cyanide poisoning. An inquest determined it was suicide;

Taken from http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/people/alan_turing
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After the war, Turing turned his thoughts to the development of a 
machine that would logically process information. He worked first for
the National Physical Laboratory (1945-1948). His plans were 
dismissed by his colleagues and the lab lost out on being the first to 
design a digital computer. It is thought that Turing's blueprint would 
have secured them the honour, as his machine was capable of 
computation speeds higher than the others. In 1949, he went to 
Manchester University where he directed the computing laboratory and 
developed a body of work that helped to form the basis for the field of 
artificial intelligence. In 1951 he was elected a fellow of the Royal 
Society.

In 1952, Turing was arrested and tried for homosexuality, then a 
criminal offence. To avoid prison, he accepted injections of oestrogen 
for a year, which were intended to neutralise his libido. In that era, 
homosexuals were considered a security risk as they were open to 
blackmail. Turing's security clearance was withdrawn, meaning he could 
no longer work for GCHQ, the post-war successor to Bletchley Park.

He committed suicide on 7 June, 1954.

I Evaluation metric is the plagdet score:

plagdet(Det, Truth) = F1(Det, Truth)
log2(1 + granularity(Det, Truth))

PAN
Open source experimentation platform for IR research.
I Runs experiments and stores results.
I Disseminates experiments and results as a web service.
I Instances can be connected to a TIRA network.
I Supports organization of competitions.
I Allows public experiments on private data.
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1.Training Service

tira@node1:~$ 
unzip -o $Detection -d det &&
python $PROGRAM/perfmeasure.py
-p /pan12-training-sets/$Testset/
-d det > scores.txt

I Participants upload detection results for a given training set.
I From the user inputs the program execution command is

generated through substitution.
I Detection results are unzipped and evaluated with an

implementation of plagdet.
I Participants receive performance results in a result table.
I The training service served as a leaderboard during the

competition.

2. Evaluation Service

Windows 7 Ubuntu 12.04

I TIRA platforms are provided for two operating systems.
I Participants submit their plagiarism detection software for

deployment on the appropriate instance.
I A third TIRA instance evaluates all submissions on the

private test set and provides the overall results.

TIRA @ PAN2012
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